FitPaws Equipment

The FitPAWS® Balance Disc can be used for weight bearing activities and balance training for
sporting and working dogs or for animal rehabilitation and therapy. The professional-grade heavyduty PVC material is formulated for use with dogs, provides superior gripping and resists damage
caused by dog nails. The FitPAWS Balance Disc has a 36 cm or 56 cm training surface and may be
used in multiples to create a balance training course. It has two training surfaces, a flat/smooth side
and a textured surface. The balance challenge can be easily adjusted by removing or adding air, with
a needle pump (not included.)

The FitPAWS® Balance Pad makes a perfect beginning balance training tool and provides low
balance challenges for dogs recovering from injury. The closed-cell foam construction makes the
FitPAWS Balance Pad impervious to water—great for when you need to hose it off between uses or
use during under-water therapy. You can create varying degrees of balance challenge by stacking
two or more balance pads on top of one another or can customize for use with larger dogs by using
two balance pads side-by-side. 38 x 46 x 5 cm Includes training DVD.

The FitPAWS® Donut may be used as a balance training tool or for core strengthening for small
dogs that may be overwhelmed by the Peanut or Egg. It can also be used for weight bearing therapy.
The professional-grade heavy-duty PVC material is formulated for use with dogs, provides superior
gripping and resists damage caused by dog nails. The FitPAWS Donut provides a moderate balance
challenge. Its broad base offers more stability than a round ball. You can also adjust the balance
challenge by under-inflating so the ball is not as firm.

!
!
FitPAWS Donut Holder is sold separately.

The FitPAWS® Donut Holder is an inflatable ring that helps stabilize the FitPAWS® Donut. This is
a good training tool if your dog is new to the FitPAWS Donut’s dynamic movement. You can start
off with the Donut in the Holder and as your dog gains more core muscle strength and learns how to
control his balance, you can remove the Holder and challenge him with the Donut directly on the
floor. Try using the FitPAWS Donut Holder as a hand-held jump-through ring for trick training,
agility tire jump training and fun aerobic exercise with your family dog. The FitPAWS Donut
Holder is also an important safety tool for the animal

!

The FitPAWS ®Peanut is a peanut-shaped stability ball designed for canine core conditioning. The
professional-grade heavy-duty PVC material is formulated for use with dogs, provides superior
gripping and resists damage caused by dog nails. It is used for core conditioning of sporting and
working dogs as well as for animal rehabilitation and therapy. The unique shape of the peanut limits
its movement to front/ back or side/side, important for dogs new to this type of training. You can
also adjust the balance challenge by under-inflating so the ball is not as firm. FitPAWS Peanut easily
inflates with a hand-held air pump.

!
The FitPAWS ®Peanut comes is various sizes:
Red - 80cm
Yellow - 70cm
Blue - 60cm
Red - 50cm
Yellow - 40cm

!

!

FitPAWS Safety Harness

The FitPAWS® Safety Harness is a professional-quality canine harness for use with the FitPAWS
Peanut and FitPAWS Egg, as well as for other canine rehab use. It is the perfect solution if you are
nervous about your dog using the ball or for less-stable canines in rehab. It is also a great tool for
helping guide your dog on or off of the Peanut or Egg.
The molded rubberized ergonomic handle* is lightweight but provides a firm grip so you can
comfortably manage your dog’s movement, help lift it atop the ball or help guide it down once
you’ve finished training. *2X, 3X & 4X sizes have a web handle.

!
FitPAWS Safety Harness sies:
XSmall - Yellow
Small - Red
Medium (76-86 cm girth,) - Blue
Large - Yellow
XLarge - Yellow

!
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!
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K9 VEST
K9 FITvest Starter Kit Green, 5 sizes

The Ultimate In Canine Fitness Training The only FUNctional canine fitness apparel that lets your
dog do more! K9FITvest® is four vests in one, making it easy to incorporate gradual therapeutic
resistance training, cooling, sensory integration and safety into all of your dog's activities. Stair–
step resistance training program helps direct progressive strengthening of a dog's body from the
inside out for companion pets, as well as canine athletes. Simply put K9FTvest® on to increase the
intensity of your dog's activites and increase fitness.
•Innovative Shape Offers Wide Range of Exercises
•Increase Exercise Intensity, Decrease Workout Time

FitPAWS Hurdle Set

An incredible value for the backyard agility enthusiast, traveling animal rehab practitioner or
professional dog trainer. Completely adjustable and portable dog agility cone and hurdle set
includes four 102 cm jumping bars, eight highly-visible orange hurdle cones, eight heightadjustment attachments and a black nylon carrying bag. Use indoors or outdoors. Height of jumping
bar adjusts in 5 cm increments from 5-76 cm. Perfect for easy rehabilitation or more challenging
agility training. Lightweight for on-the-go portability. Some assembly required.

!
Canine Gym Dog Agility Kit

Agility is an activity that improves physical and mental fitness, and aids in developing a stronger
bond, confidence and self-awareness. Mix and match to create new mental challenges and
incorporate exercises that strengthen hind limbs, front limbs and core. Practicing 3–5 times a week
is recommended to improve body awareness, gait movement, and teaching collected balance. Six
cones, each 12" high. Jumping Bar adjusts from 2.5" to 5.5" to 8.5" high. Blue and green cones.
Three yellow Jumping Rails are collapsible and interlocking. Lightweight for on-the-go portability.

!
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K9 FITbed - Medium/Large Blue and Green

!
!
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Reach For Your Roll... and Go! When adventure is calling and it is time to Ruff It, then reach for
your roll... and go! Travel handle keeps bed conveniently packed until the sandman calls. Cushy 5
cm removable padÂ is a perfect ground barrier and the K9 FITbed underside is also slip proof in
crates or any hard surface. The earth-friendly design is constructed of recycled yoga mat material.
Because the scraps vary we can not always guarantee the colors are in stock, but we can guarantee
you are helping to reduce waste headed for landfills.

!
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K9 FITBONE
K9 FITbone -58 x 29 x 10 cm, Blue and Green

Integrate instability training to develop strength, endurance, proprioception, balance and flexibility
with the new K9 FITbone. The new balance disc shaped like a bone provides fun and a greater
sense of dog aesthetics. It is a well–rounded tool that packs a big punch.The K9FITbone provides a
low–impact, platform to add full–body conditioning and toning for small dogs and big dogs. The
professional grade heavy duty PVC material is formulated for use with dogs, provides superior
gripping and resists damage caused by dogs nails.

!
!
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FitPAWS Paw Pods -set of 4, assorted colors

!
!
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New! Now includes easy-tote drawstring bag! FitPAWS® Paw Pods are 13 cm Balance Pods for
dogs! Place under your dog’s feet for advanced balance training, core strengthening and stacking
training for show and performance dogs. FitPAWS Paw Pods can also be used for improving weight
bearing issues for individual limbs, another great tool for canine rehab practitioners.
The Paw Pods are made from a firm yet flexible PVC material with an air-filled chamber.
The Paw Pods are shipped inflated.

!
FitPAWS Pump

FitPAWS® Pump. Fast dual-action, economical pump. We recommend this pump for inflation of
FitPAWS Canine Conditioning Equipment. Now comes with two attachments—a cone-shaped
attachment for inflatables and a needle attachment for inflating/deflating other products that require
a needle pump.

FitPAWS Giant Rocker Board 75 x 75 cm

Finally, a Giant Rocker Board designed specifically for dogs! The FitPAWS Giant Rocker Board has
an extra-wide training surface 75cm x 75cm and a 4cm center fulcrum bar.
Depending on how your dog is facing, the board will rock from side-to- side or front-to-front. Use
this canine conditioning tool for rehab, balance training, and beginner seesaw and contact training
for agility.

!
FitPAWS Replacement Mat for Giant Rocker Board 61 x 152 cm

!

!
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Replacement mat for the FitPAWS Giant Rocker Board. Velcro sewn edges on the backside make
this a snap to replace. Blue color. 24”wide x 60” length

•Padded, non-slip textured training surface FitPAWS Targets (4 Targets)

With FitPAWS Targets you can Target training games can be a fun and engaging way to teach your
dog to:
Step on a specific mark
Get used to a piece of new equipment
Stay in a particular place
Learn body awareness
Learn Conformation Stacking
FitPAWS® Targets are packaged with four flexible Targets (2 blue, 2 yellow) in the colors that dogs
see best!

!
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FitPAWS 50 cm Wobble Board

The new FitPAWS® 50 cm Wobble board is an advanced balance training and core-strengthening
tool for canines. Specific features include the 20” (50cm) round non-slip textured training surface
and a 2.5” (6cm) wood fulcrum for full 360° dynamic rotation. While your dog works to stay
centered on top of the balance board, your dog’s core muscles will engage and strengthen.
Balance training can help dogs with body awareness (proprioception) and self-confidence as they
learn to master changing and unstable environments.

!
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FitPAWS 90 cm Wobble Board

The FitPAWS® 90 cm Wobble Board features an extra-large non-slip textured surface that is big
enough for most dogs. It includes three interchangeable fulcrums (Large, Medium and Small) for
different balance challenges and degrees of difficulty. For beginner dogs, you can even start without
any fulcrum so that your dog gets used to the feel of the board. Then add the Small fulcrum and
progress to the Medium and Large fulcrums as your balance training evolves.

